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The design of educational software has evolved during three decades, reflecting technical 
advances and changes in theories of instruction. In this project, we implemented some fea- 
tures of advanced interactive learning enviromnents fiLEs): the multiplicity of teaching 
styles (the same content may be taught in several ways), the multiplicity of learning sources 
(experience, coaching, hypertext browsing), the use of a rich interface atlowing direct mani- 
pulation and free exploration, the use of artificial intelfigence techniques for creating com- 
plex problem situations and for supporting pedagogical reasoning. 
We developed an Experimental Toolbox for Interactive Learning Environments (ETOU.g) 
and an application (MEMOLAB). ETOUJ~ provides designe1's with a set of tools and re- 
sources allowing them to create their own u.l~ Globally, ETOI1 .~ provides the pedagogical 
architecture while the designer provides the domain expertise and c~tt,_~ the specific parts 
of the interface. ETOILE is not an authoring tool that can be mp~tered by any genuine au- 
thor, it is a toolbox to be used by designers with programming skills in Common Lisp and in 
CLIM (Common Lisp Interface Manager). ETOILE namely includes an Object-Oriented 
Production System, a hypertext, various interface management facihTles and pedagogieal 
knowledge bases. 
MEMOLAB is a learning environment for acquiring basic .¢kiilg in experimentation method- 
ology for human sciences. It illustrates the kind of systems that csa be designed with 
ETOII.~. MEMOLAB includes seve~ml components. The 'Lab' allows learners to build an 
experiment on human memory. The 'Simulation' produces the results of this expetimmt. 
The 'Data Tools' allow the learner to visualize the results and to compute basic statistics. 
During their ~tivities, learners receive the assistance of a tutor. The system includes five 
different rotors, implementing various teaching styles. The ~ may ~ explore the v~- 
ious hypertextes in which he can find knowledge about destgnmg expemnents and knowl- 
edge about human memory. 
The design of ETOU~F~ and MEMOLAB reflects our efforts to translate a theory of develop- 
ment in terms of system specifications, namely to structure a learning session into a se- 
quence of micro-worlds, each microworld being characterized by a specific interface 
language. The psychological theow is encoded in the relationghip between the languages of 
successive microworlds. This kind of learning envircxunent architecture is suplxxted by the 
knowledge structures embedded in ETOU ~.  
ETOILE and MEMOLAB currently have Beta Status. Both axe available to the research 
community from our FTP server (Please contact the authors via e-marl for more infemna- 
tion). A User Guide, and partially completed User Manual and Reference Manual are avail- 
able. 
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to the learner when the problem is selected. "Vne author should indicate the difficulty of each problem 
(with an integer from 1 to 5). The author may add domain-specific knowledge, by creating a sub-class 
of 'problem', with additional slots, specific to his system (as we did for Memolab). 

2. The application frame: Learners solve problems through an interface which is specific to the ILE to be 
created. This interface is basically oue or more windows, with a set of commands (menus, buttons, ob- 
ject manipulations,...). ETOILE is based on the Common Lisp Interface Manager (CLIM) which pro- 
vides us with the concept of the "application frame". An application frame precisely gathers all the 
reformation that defmes a learning situation, e.g. the window, the command tables, etc. In many learning 
environments, the problem solving situation remains the same throughout the learning process. ETOILE 
allows the author to diversify the s i t ~ o n ,  for instance to ask learners to solve the same kind of prob- 
lems with a new set of commands (as it is the case in MEMOLAB). Such "application frames" are some 
kind of microworld. 

3. The domain expert(s): An expert for goal-X is a rule base able to solve any problem stored in goal-X. 
Its role is crucial for the interaction between the learner and the machine.For instance, di~mosis is car- 
rled out by searching for an expert's rule which implies the interaction (command) that the learner has 
just performed. The conclusions of the expert's rules include comm~nds which belong to the comm~nd 
table (stored in the goal's situation frame). Tuls relation between the rules and the interface objects is 
rn~dc possible by the object-oriented inference engine (OOPS) we have implemented. The author may 
define several experts for the same goaL This would support the implementation of multiple viewpoints. 

4. The hypertext: l~mally: the designer is expected to adcl to the goal amore readable representation of the 
expert s Knowledge m nypertext form. The learner will explore freely the inform~tlon relative to the 
skills he must acquire. This information must be structured in granularity layers, in such a way that the 
learner can deepen some points and pass quickly over others. The functionalities offered by the hyper- 
text are described in section 2.4. 

T u t o r s .  coach  a n d  e x n f r t ~  

ETOILE implements a variety of tutoring styles, each of which is implemented with an independent OOPS 
rule-base. Rule-hases are hermetically sealed. This guarantees the internal consistency of teaching styles 
and enabled us to reduce the number and complexity of rules and thereby to get a better control of the system 
behavior. Five tutors (i.e. five teaching styles) have been defmed: Papett (fzee discovery), Piaget (guided 
•y ery): Vygot~y (appren... ticeship), Blo?m (mastery lem~ing).and Skinner (progrAmmed learning). The 

mg styte tLe. me tutor) is selected by me coach. Selection ot a tutor is based on efficiency criteria and 
on the concept of 'pedagogical drift '. Let us imagine that a learner follows the apprentice.ship style, but 
fails often, receives a lot of feed-back, and ~,,kg freqnenfly for help. In this case, the actual interaction will 
look more like mastery learning. This is what we refer to as a drill The coach could then decide to 'jump' 
to mastery learning, rather than conduct an interaction which does not ~ to any style. 
How do Coach, tutors, experts and the learner interact? (see Figure 2, "Coach, Tutors and Expexts," on 
page 4) Since we have several tutors, there must be somebody above them who will decide which tutor 
should be activated. The coach first selects a goal, according to the goals previously m~t~red by the learner. 
Then, the coach selects a tutor. If the learner has been successful, the coach will for instance select a tutor 
which provides less assistance to the learner. The coach will avoid selecting tutoP,~ that previously have not 
been very efficient with that learner.Then the selected tutor will ask the learner to solve oue of the awilAhle 
problems in collaboration with the expert. The tutor will determine the mode of collalx3ratk~ He may also 
encourage the learner to read specific parts of the hypertext documents. The coach is implemented as a rule 
base. You may inspect these rules and, if you feel comfortable with their syntax and se~u~tics yon may 
modify them or add new rules. 

2.3 The collaboration between the learner and the exoert 

Courseware produced with ETOILE is based on the "learning by doing" idea, i.e. the learner solving prob- 
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Figure 3: The interface: a "shared" problem representation 
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• The number  oJ'steps pertbrmed by the expert matches the global.coUaboration mode. A step is a se- 
quence of rules firing in which the last one concludes to an interface command. 

• If no more  rule is fireable, it is supposed to mean that the problem has been solved. 
• Between two 'propose' steps, the learner can interrupt the process. The expert displays a pop-up win- 

dow, shows the message stored with the last instawiat~ role and asks the learner whether he wants to 
continue or to stop. 

When the local mode is 'observe', the expert compares the command performed by the learner with the 
commands it would have performed itself. This comparison does not really correspond to the student mod- 
elling process that is performed in intelligent tutoring systems. Student modelling aims to detect the funda- 
mental misconception which generates the learner's erroneous behavior and it can be compared to a psy- 
chologist analyzing the learner's behavior. 'Ihe diagnosis in ETOILE rather corresponds to what one does 
when one works with somebody. You maintain some representation of your partner, you have some ideas 
about why he does something and you try ~ understand what he does. Deep understanding would be too 
time consuming. In our "shallow diagnosis the expert tries to get the minimal understanding of the learner 
command to continue the tagk and to inform the tutor whether this behavior seems correct or not. This di- 
agnosis is less ambitious than the general use of the term diagnosis. It is however improved by the fact that 
it is f r equen t  and  local, i.e. carried out at every single step of the solution process and bounded by the con- 
text of this single step. 
When the expert compares the learner's command, it considers all the rules that it could have fired in the 
similar situation. This comparison leads to three outputs: 
• if the learner command (instantiated) corresponds to the command that appears in the action part of  one 

of the expert's activable rules, then the message is set to 'positive-diagnosis'; 
• if the learner command does not match a rule but a repair-rule, i.e. a rule that yon have declared as in- 

correct, the message is 'negative-diagnosis'; 
• If the learner command does not match any activable rule, the message is 'unlmown-dla~,nosis' 

The tutor uses the expert's message as rule condition to decide what to do next. The OOPS-engine has a 
'preview-ndebase' function which allows to determine the set of activable rules within a rulebase. Since the 
learner command changes the state of  the problem, the rule, s activable during the diagnosis process may not 
be the same than those activable just before. Hence, the preview-rulebase is performed before the learner 
does something and its result is stored until the learner does something and the comparison can occur. 
Another implication of this approach, is that the tutor must have the possibility to say "your action is incor- 
rect' and to restore the problem to its state before the last learner c~nmand. ~ means that each command 
must be associated to a 'undo' command which has exactly the opposite effects on the problem state display. 
The other components of  ETOILE are also implemented in CLOS. Because of this high integration of the 
various components, a rule action may,open an hypertext chapter or an hypertext chapter may contain a run- 
nable example. ETOILE has an "open '  architecture. 

2.4 

A hypertext module was deemed tbe most appropriate computational infrastructure for the knowledge re- 
sources offered to the learner. The hypes'text approach views a document as a set of text chunks correspond- 
ing to conceptual nodes in a database. A system of machine-supported links between mouse-sensitive 
strings (buttons) and chunks (nodes) allows interactive branching within and between documents. Concelr- 
tual entities are displayed as scrollahle windows of text which may contain any number of integrated buttons 
representing links to other nodes. The user can navigate freely around the hyperdocument by clicking on 
any of these graphics pointers. 
ETOILE's hypertext is inspired by Genera's Document Examiner. A hypertext is written by using a markup 
language (i.e. a small subset of  Latex commands) which then have to be compiled for on-line use. We in- 
cluded book structure commands (chapter, section,...). This way an author can combine the advantages of 
linear and 'web' text. A graphic browser allows to display the linear structure of a hypertext and to jump to 
a section. Because of the use of a Latex-like syntax, hypertext documents can be printed easily. For instance, 
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A challenge was to articulate a computational architecture with psychological theories of learning. ETOILE 
supports the cognitive architecture of MEMOLAB, which is explained below, but does not coerce the de- 
signers to do the same. Our cognitive architecture divides the learning cycle into stages visualized by the 
"'pyramid" metaphor. Actually, in MEMOLAB, each goal does not have a completely different applicca~on 
frame (interface). For each goal, the problem solving situation is the LAB, i.e. a workbench where learners 
can assemble experiments and run them. However, the set of commands available is not the same for each 
goal. The LAB is the central place of interaction. It is connected to subordinate frames, such as the data- 
tools (where learners analyze the dam collected through the experiment) and the simulation. The simulation 
is a set of procedures that approximate the results of the learner's experiment by comparing this expertment 
with the most similar experiment found in a ,Lqmbase in which we stored experiments described in scientific 
literature. The simulation method is inspired by ease-based reasoning techniques (see 3.2). 
Finally, MEMOLAB includes two hypertextes. The 'handbook of methodology' includes several chapters, 
connected to the various goals of the system. It includes a theoretical introduction to the design of well- 
formed experiments. The 'encyclopedia of memory' is another hypertext, independent from any goal, i.e. 
that learners can access at any time, and which provides them with the knowledge about human memory 
they could need, for instance, for determining the relevant variables. 

T h e  C o g n i t i v e  A r c h i t e c t u r e  

Designing an intelligent learning environment (ILE) involves implementing some theory of learning and 
teaching. However, most available theories do not have the level of opera0onality required for implemen- 
tation work. Designing a ILE is real research work. We are developing an intermediate framework that 
builds a bridge between theories and implementations by translating psychological knowledge into termi- 
nology more relevant to computer scientists. It specifies the cognitive architecture of systems like MEMO- 
LAB. Let's examine two key concepts: the pyramid metaphor and the language shift mechanism. 
The "pyramid" metaphor represents the concepts and skills to be acquired by the leame,, ranked bottom-up 
according to their level of "hierarchical integration". Learning consists in moving up in the pyramid. Each 
level of the pyramid is defined by two languages: the command language and the description language. The 
command language vocabulary is the set of elementary actions that the learner is allowed to do at some stage 
of interaction. The command language syntax defines how the learner composes sequences of elementary 
actions. The description language is the set of  symbols (strings, graphics,...) used by the computer to show 
the learner some description of her behavior. This description reifies some abstract features of the learner's 
behavior in order to make them explicitly available for memcognitive activities (Collins and Brown, 1988). 
The command and description languages are different at each level of  the pyramid, but each level integrates 
its lower neighbor. This integration is encompassed in the relationship between the languages used at suc- 
cessive levels: if a description language at level L is used as a new command language at level L+I, then 
the learner is compelled to use explicitly the concepts that have been reified at level L.This is what we called 
the language shift mechanism (Dillenbourg, 1992): when she receives a new command language, the learn- 
er must explicitly use the concepts that were implicit in her behavior. The meaning of the new commands 
has been induced at the previous level by associating the learner's behavior with some representation. This 
representation is now the new command. 

The process by which properties that are implicit at some level of  knowledge can be abstracted and explic- 
itly reached at the higher level has been studied under the label of r e f l e o t ~  abstract/on (Plaget, 1971). 
The language shift mechanism has two uses. Firstly, it translates this psychological concept in a terminology 
more relevant for ILE designers. Secondly, it describes a pedagogical strategy (mAinly inductive) to trigger 
reflected abstraction. By applying the framework to ILE design, we not only ground the smlcture of  learning 
environments in a model of  cognitive development. But such models of development can be tested through 
the difficult process of implementation. We found that this intermediate framework can be used to "inter- 
face" several theoretical backgrounds. Most psychological theories address actually only a specific facet of 
learning while an ILE designer must consider learning in its globality and complexity. Therefore, an inter- 
mediate framework should integrate multiple theoretical bodies of knowledge, each relevant for some as- 
pect of reality. An educational computing system must account for the importance of discovery, for the role 
of practice and for the effect of  coaching, because all of  them occur at some stage of learning in the real 
world. The framework we propose can be read from different theoretical perspectives. 
From Campbell and Bickhard's (1986) viewpoint, the language shift mechanism can be viewed as a process 
of inducing interaction patterns. An elementary interaction associates some sequence of user's actions alld 
the computer's description of this sequence. Inferring the meaning of the description language can indeed 
be described as the result of inducing the relationship between the actions performed and their representa- 
Lion (Dillenbourg, 1992). This corresponds to a view of knowledge as something that stands in the interac- 
tion between the subject and her environment. It creates a bridge between our model and current research 
on situated learning (Brown,1990), a "hot" issue in AI and Education. 

Our intermediate framework also introduces the designer to the theories of Vygotsky. The apprenticeship 
idea is reified in the pyramid model by sharing control between the coach and the learner: when the learner 
is able to perform at some level L, the tutor must guide her activities at level L+I. This level L+I corre- 
sponds to the concept of zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). At each language shift, the learn- 
er will assume a more important control of his solution process and the coach's guidance will be reduced. 
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At level one, the novice sequences experimental events on the lab workbench. At the end of level 1, the 
learner receives challenges that induce the need for comparisons.The concept of sequence is reified at level 
one and used at level two as the way of designing new experiments. At the end of the second level, the ne- 
cessity of taking into account the interacuon of effects is induced by new challenges.The concept of plan is 
presented at level two and used for designing experiments at level 3. 
The shift from one level to another, i.e. to shift from one language to another corresponds to some qualita- 
tive jump in learning. Within each level, we defined four sub-levels that are discrtrninated by quantitative 
differences. These differences result form an increase in the difficulty of the challenges proposed by the 
coach. More complex challenges compel the learner to handle a larger number of dimensions and hence in- 
crease the working memory load. At the end of the second sub-level, the learner receives challenges that 
already belong to the next level. This shows the learner the necessity to have more powerful control struc- 
tures to solve the proposed challenge (As in Case theory sub-level i.4 is equivalent to sub-level i+ 1.0).The 
"reunitarisation" of the objects used at some level in a new more powerful object frees the memory resourc- 
es necessary to solve the problem. 

T h e  C a s e  B a s e d  S i m u l a t i o n  in  M e m o l a b  

The Memory Machine (MM) represents an example of an additional module thu) can be added to the 
ETOILE system. The input of the simulation in MEMOLAB is the experiment that the learner has built in 
the LAB. Pseudo-subjects are supposed to memorize words or other items and later to remember them. The 
Output of the simulation is the list of  words that each "subject" has remembered. MM's  design choices are 
related to its pedagogical function and to the nature of available knowledge. 
The simulation has to produce results similar to the ones that one world obtain if the experiment was per- 
formed on real subjects. However, psychological experiments have de natura a low fidelity. A simulation is 
clearly not a substitution for real experimentation. Therefore, the validity of simulated results must be as- 
sessed in the light of pedagogical goals: to acquire basic skills in methodology of experimentation. If the 
learner builds an experimental plan with a factor F and based on a paradigm P, and if the literature includes 
knowledge on the effects of  factor F, within the paradigm P, then the simulation must produce ,.lain in which 
the effects F can be identified. More than being precise, the results must be explainable. Several H.~ de- 
signers (White and Frederiksen, 1988; Roschelle, 1988) have shown that a qualitative simulation, although 
less efficient, is better suited to pedagogical purposes. Simulating an experiment involves an analysis of the 
structure and content of this experiment. The simulation produces a trace that can be shown to the learner. 
It includes hypertext links to which point to abstracts of the concerned literature. 
Human mnemonic behavior cannot be predicted by a set of  formulas or rules. Availahle theories do not con- 
stitute a consistent and exhaustive body of knowledge and the literature doe, s not cover the very large space 
of experiments that can be designed in MEMOLAB. Within the s l i c e  of  poss!,,b!e ¢.xperimen. ts, l~sychOo~l. 
gists have concentrated their work on some avenues, or paradigms. Knowledge m mrs oomam olpsyeno - 
ogy is distributed among a large set of experiments. Therefore, learners' experiments will be simulated by 
comparison to a similar experiment from the literature. This process is implemented with cased-based rea- 
soning (CBR) techniques (Riesbeck and Schank, 1989). 
The comparison of experiments within a paradigm brings more information than comparing experiments 
which differ in too many ways. Therefore, the case-retrieval process is not a simple search through a flat set 
of cases, with some similarity metrics. The set of  cases (literature experiments) is partitioned into paradigms 
and a main stage during the simulation identifies the relevant paradigm. Another pe~dim'ity of  this domain 
is that the adaptation of the retrieved case to the target case cannot be driven by universal rules. Let us imag- 
ine that the learner builds an experiment where subjects have to memorize a long list of  words and that MM 
retrieves an experiment which is similar on all points but the list length. The effect of list length is not tmi- 
versal, but varies according to other factors such as the delay between the memorizing and recall events. 
Therefore, case-adaptation is performed by a set of rules (named Vertical Adapters) that differ for each par- 
adigm. In short., case-adaptation in MM is governed by rules that are themselves case-dependent. 
The case library includes a paradigm discrimination tree and a set of  e X l ~ . ,  ental sequences (c,~es). Each 
leaf of  the paradigm tree corresponds to a subset of  sequences found m the literatme. Once we ldenUfy the 
leaf node corresponding to the learner's sequence, we retrieve the experiment which is the most similar to 
that of the learner. The vertical adapters (VAt are stored at different levels of  the tree, according to their 
generality. Indeed a set of  VA forms a simple production system. 
MM must reason at the same time about the content and the structure of  experiments. The content of the 
experiment refers to the sequences composing the experiment: what are the tasks, the material features, etc. 
This information is necessary to determine the paradigm to which the learner's experiment belongs. The 
structure of an experiment refers to the relationship between sequences. The fact thst; for iustance, tWO ex- 
perimental sequences are identical on all points but the material length indicates that the learner intends to 
observe the effect of the material length. This 'factor' must be identified in order to respect the pedagogical 
constraints. The structural analysis retm'ns the factors identified within the learner's plan and the value (mo- 
dality)of this factor in each sequence. This knowledge feexis the paradigmatic analysis process which iden- 
tities the most specific paradigm (leaf node) corresponding to the learner's sequence. 
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